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Energy measurement of fast ions trapped in the toroidal magnetic field ripple of
Tore Supra during ICRF heating

V. Basiuk, A. Bécoulet, C. Grisolia, T. Hutter, G. Mayaux, G. Martin, B. Saouric, S. Vartanian

Abstract

Direct losses of ions trapped in the toroidal field ripple of TORE SUPRA using two techniques were made. The first

(DRIPPLE I) correlates the ion loss current measured byPan electric probe with the ion loss power measured by a calorimeter. As

the calorimeter integrates over all particle energies and time, it yields only the averaged lost ion energy. The second technique

(DRIPPLE II), still under development, is a Faraday cup positioned and filtered so as to select ions by their Larmor radius. The

currents measured are small (1-100 n A), and improvements in instrumentation are needed to take full advantage of the data, but

the preliminary results are still useful.

During ICRH (hydrogen minority regime, resonance on axis) a direct correlation between the lost ion mean energy and

the density of hydrogen (nn) was seen. The energy increased when the hydrogen minority density decreased. Moreover, the line

averaged density and the lower hybrid heating (LH) had also an effect on fast ion losses.

I) Diagnostic techniques
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Figure 1-1 : Schematic view of the diagnostics

The three diagnostics involved in these
studies are located inside a vertical port of Tore
Supra (Figure I-1).

The diagnostic DRIPPLE iM collects the
current of fast ions entering the port. It consists of a
set of graphite probes (twelve collectors), each
collector being connected to a known vertical chord
across the plasma by the drift trajectory of the
localized ions.

The calorimetry diagnostic!2! consists of
several actively cooled carbon tiles covering entirely
a port This system is designed to support ripple
losses during perpendicular neutral beam injection,
up to 9 MW, (or ICRF, up to 12 MW) during long
pulse operation and can support about 700 W cm"2.
By means of temperature measurements of the water
cooling the tile, we can estimate the total energy (E)
deposited inside the port :

As the calorimeter integrates over all particle energies and time, there is no energy or time resolution.
The diagnostic DRIPPLE II has in addition finite energy resolution. The principle is to discriminate

the ions in energy by their Larmor radius. The detector is made of an hollow graphite cylinder!1! with a small
entrance pinhole (diameter = 1 mm, length = 5 mm). The selectivity in pitch angle is narrow (89° ± 1°), and
in energy all the ions above 90 keV and below 1 McV can intercept the metallic collectors. The detector can
move vertically in a way to have a radial resolution (like DRIPPLE I)
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IT) Mean energy measurement
All the studies were made during ICRF heating (Power up to 2 MW, ICRH dipole configuration,

hydrogen minority ± 10% in Helium, cyclotronic layer on the magnetic axis). The shots with LH heating
need a rather low line-averaged-density (nl < 4 1019 nr3) to insure a good heating.

II-1) Calorimetry on Tore supra

During ohmic shots, or lower hybrid shots (EICRF=0 in figure II-2 a), the amount of energy collected
by the calorimeter is quite small (<Eohmic> = 0.04 ± 0.03 MJ). It allows to estimate the part due to fast ions
(Efast ions) during ICRF heating to the part due to the tenuous plasma inside the port (ne ~ 1016 nr3).
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Figure II-2 a: Energy lost inside a port during
JCRF, open point -> ICRF + LH, low density
solid point —> ICRF, high density
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Figure II-2 b: Total ripple losses fraction during
ICRF, open point -> ICRF + LH, low density
solid point ->ICRF, high density

During ICRF heating the total energy absorbed by the calorimeterincreased linearly with the
energy injected above a threshold of 5 MJ (Figure IÏ-2 a).

The estimated error on Efast ions depends directly on the energy injected. At high heating
energy power (>10 MJ), the error is quite small, as the level (Emeasured) is much larger than the ohmic level,
<Eohmic>- Figure II-2 b shows the lost energy fraction (piost) :

N ^ ^ xhe n u m b e r Of CQUS (is for Tore Supra)

Two tendencies emerge :

- A lost ion fraction of 10 % is seen during ICRF shots at high density (line averaged density,
<nl> > 4 101 9 m-3)

- A lost ion fraction of 20 % is seen during ICRF shots at low density (<nl> < 3 1019 nr3)
and with LH.
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The discrepancy between these two loss
levels could be explained by the difference of
density between the two series of shots
(Figure II-3). At low density the ions,
accelerated by the ICRF waves, are less
collisional and could achieve higher energy
than at high density (solid circle, ICRF alone).

Lower hybrid heating (open circle)
increases the effect of the density. A part of
the LH power can be coupled to fast ions.
Hence, we have to take into account not only
the ICRF power but a part of the LH power in
addition to the ICRF power, to estimate a
more realistic lost fraction :

a 6 [0.1]
Figure II-3 : Density effect on the ripple losses fraction,
solid circle ->ICRF alone
open circle —» ICRF + LH shots The crosses in figure II-3 represent the case
cross -> total power (LH + ICRF) for the calculation of a = 1- ll i s n o t Possible, with this data set, to
the lost fraction power discriminate between the two effects (density

effect or LH effect) and to estimate a.

II-2) Mean energy calculation

The diagnostic DRIPPLE collects the current of fast particles entering a vertical port. The
principal concern is that the two different diagnostics collect the same ions. Two assumptions are made :

-Ripple losses are symmetrical about the toroidal angle (<|>)
-All the ions drifting towards a vertical port enter inside the port (aperture of the port, A<j> < 5°)

The last point is realised by the dynamics of the ion trajectories, which are described by the
longitudinal adiabatic invariant (J// = | mv// dl). This invariant indicates that the bounce angle decreases

during the vertical drift, because of the strong ripple increase (<j>bounce ** 5* "^.where 8* is the depth of the
magnetic well^l)

As for the calorimetry, the current of fast ions gives access to the energy lost (Ejost) by means
of the mean energy (<E>) :

DRIPPLE : E ^ = L^ *<E), where L^=J L ^ ^ t ) dt and <E) = mean energy of lost ions

Calorimetry :

. /TJ\ _

Figure 11-4 a shows the distribution of lost ions mean energy for several shots. It is around
200 keV for most of the shots. Nevertheless, there is a large dispersion, which is well explained by the
hydrogen minority density during the shot Actually, the mean energy should increase when the minority
density decreases. This fact was observed during an experimental day where the density of hydrogen
decreased during successive shots (figure II-4 b), and explains quite well the experimental dispersion.
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Figure II-4 a : Dispersion of the fast ion mean
energy during several snots (19)
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Figure 11-4 b : Fast ion mean energy evolution with
the injected power per nucléon

ITT) Energy spectrum results of lost fast ions (DRIPPLE II)
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The measured current is quite small
(= nA). Figure III-l shows typical results
obtained by the DRIPPLE II detector during
two different schemes : one with ICRF alone
and the second with ICRF and LH. The
current (in nA) is direcdy the current measured
by three of the collectors. Monte Carlo
simulations are being used to correlate the
results with the effective power fraction
losses.

The significant change in the spectrum
is due to the effect of the lower hybrid wave
on the fast ions created by ICRF.
Theoretically, the LH wave is expected to
accelerate fast ions by a perpendicular Landau
interaction^. This result should be confirmed
by further experiments with a new electronic
system in a way to reduce the noise (large
error bars) and to increase the sensitivity.

IV) Conclusions
This preliminary study of lost ion energy shows a great consistency between different data (fast ion

current, calorimetry, minority density,...). The principal conclusions are :
-the energy of fast ions decrease when the minority density increases,
-the power fraction lost in the ripple decreases when die global density increases,
-the lower hybrid wave both increases the fast ion energy and the lost power fraction.

The diagnostic DRIPPLE II will be improved for the next campaign (end of 1995) in a way to
confirm this results and to look more carefully the effect of lower hybrid on fast ions.
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Figure III-5 : Energy spectra of lost fast ions,
solid square w ICRF (P =3.5 MW),

open square -> ICRF + LH (PICRF = 35 MW,
3 MW)


